
 

 

 

 

Certificate of Declaration 
 

Following the completion of our assessment of this Qualifying Explanatory Statement and the data and 
information supporting its content, Centre for Assessment is able to make the following declaration in 
accordance with the requirements of PAS 2060:2014 Specification for the demonstration of carbon 
neutrality: 

 

Carbon neutrality of the facilities (The Old Post Office, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 1RH) and business 
operated by NBS Enterprises Ltd in the United Kingdom achieved by NBS Enterprises Ltd in 
accordance with PAS 2060 at for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021 with commitment 
to maintain to 31st December 2022 for the period commencing 1st January 2022, Centre for 
Assessment certified. 

 

 

Lead Assessor: 

   
 
 
 

 
Andrew Ritchie 

 

Certification Decision:  
Helen Taft  

Date of Declaration: 01/06/2022 

Notes: 
This Declaration is issues on the understanding that evidence will be provided by the Entity to demonstrate that the QES has been made publicly available. 
If the entity identifies, following the issuing of this Declaration, any material issues associated with this QES or the data and information that supports it, 
the Entity shall immediately contact Centre for Assessment to determine the need for re-issue of this QES, and for the possible re-assessment of the 
information within it. 
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Introduction 
 
This document forms the Qualifying Explanatory Statement to demonstrate NBS Enterprises Ltd has 

achieved carbon neutrality under the guidelines of PAS 2060:2014 and is committed to achieving 

carbon neutrality under the guidelines of PAS 2060:2014. 

 

PAS 2060 Information 
Requirement 

Information as it relates to NBS Enterprises Ltd. 

Entity making PAS 2060 
declaration: 

NBS Enterprises Ltd. 

Subject of PAS 2060 declaration: The facilities (The Old Post Office, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 
1RH) and business operated by NBS Enterprises Ltd in the 
United Kingdom. 

Description of subject: NBS is a leading technology platform that combines technical 
content and connectivity for anyone involved in the design, 
supply and construction of the built environment. For 
architects, engineers, designers and contractors, NBS 
provides a cloud-based specification system that enables 
them to work efficiently, collaboratively and reduce their 
risk. For building product manufacturers, NBS offers 
increased specification opportunities by exposing their 
products across the construction project timeline. 

Rationale for selection of the 
subject: 

The NBS platforms aim to improve sustainable decisions on 
projects for all stakeholders involved in the design and 
selection of construction materials, products and systems, 
through the use of improved product and project data. NBS 
Enterprises Ltd are determined as a business to also conduct 
our own operations as sustainably as possible. It is this 
rationale that has defined the subject of our PAS 2060 
declaration. As a technology company, NBS Enterprises Ltd 
emissions are limited to our office use and day to day 
operational business. Hence the selection to measure and 
reduce our impact in this area. 

What type of conformity 
assessment has been/is to be 
undertaken? 

Third party assessment by Centre for Assessment Ltd. 

Baseline date for PAS 2060 
programme: 

1st January 2019 to 31st December 2019 

Achievement Period: 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021 

Commitment Period: 1st January 2022 to 31st December 2022 

 

This Qualifying Explanatory Statement contains information pertaining to the subject’s declaration of 

carbon neutrality for the calendar year 2021 and the subject’s declaration of ongoing commitment 

for the calendar year 2022. Any and all information herein is believed to be correct at the time of 

publishing. Should any information come to light that would affect the validity of the statements 

herein, this document will be updated to accurately reflect the current status of any carbon neutral 

declaration (of achievement or of commitment) made by NBS Enterprises Ltd. 
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Where any re-quantification is deemed necessary, or for future measurements, NBS Enterprises Ltd 

intend to use the same methodology outlined within this Qualifying Explanatory Statement when 

calculating and comparing any year claimed as carbon neutral vs the baseline year. Should the 

situation arise where methodologies should be required to change (for example if new legislation 

suggests alternative methodologies) then the baseline year will, where possible, be re-calculated to 

align to these new methods to ensure a fair and robust comparison. 

 

Declaration of achievement of carbon neutrality 
PAS 2060 Information 
Requirement 

Information as it relates to NBS Enterprises Ltd 

State the period during which the 
entity is demonstrating 
achievement of carbon neutrality 
of the subject. 

1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021:  
Total: 232 metric tonnes CO2e 

Which method, as defined by PAS 
2060, has been followed to 
achieve carbon neutrality? 

WBCSD/WRI Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Corporate 
Accounting and Reporting Standard (revised edition). 

How have the reductions in GHG 
emissions during this period been 
achieved? 

Emissions for this period have been reduced in comparison 
to the baseline year in accordance with NBS Enterprises 
Ltd’s Carbon Footprint Management Plan and then 100% of 
the emissions generated during this period have been 
offset. 

Location of the Carbon Footprint 
Assessment supporting this claim. 

Appendix A of this document 

Location of the Carbon Footprint 
Management Plan describing 
internal reductions achieved 
during the period. 

Appendix B of this document 

Location of the Carbon Offset 
Strategy describing the approach 
to carbon offsets. 

Appendix C of this document 

Location of the description of 
treatment of scope 3 emissions. 

Appendix A of this document 
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Declaration of commitment to carbon neutrality 
 

PAS 2060 Requirement NBS Enterprises Ltd Response 

Period during which the entity 
commits to maintaining carbon 
neutrality of the subject. 

1st January 2022 to 31st December 2022 

Which method, as recognised by PAS 
2060, will be followed to achieve 
carbon neutrality? 

WBCSD/WRI Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Corporate 
Accounting and Reporting Standard (revised edition). 

Location of Carbon Footprint 
Assessment supporting this 
commitment. 

Appendix A of this document 

Location of the Carbon Footprint 
Management Plan. 

Appendix B of this document 

 

 

 

Signatories Name Title Signature Date 

Name of 
senior internal 
representative 

Lee Jones Head of Manufacturer 
Solutions - NBS 
Enterprises Ltd / Group 
Acting Head of 
Sustainability 

Ljones 25/04/2022 
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Appendix A – Carbon Footprint Assessment 

 

Greenhouse gas emissions for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021: 
As a technology company, NBS Enterprises Ltd’s emissions are relatively low when compared to 

other businesses with similar annual turnover. Aligned to PAS 2060:2014, we knew a large impact 

would be as a result of our scope 1 and 2 emissions. However, for scope 3 we assessed where we 

would make significant impact through our business operations and have measured those areas as 

outlined in the figures below. NBS Enterprises Ltd’s office is a listed building and relies heavily on 

natural ventilation; however air conditioning was factored into Scope 3 as risk is present from 

fugitive emissions for the five units that are present on site, although proactive maintenance which 

occurs quarterly has demonstrated no leaks have ever been present. The air conditioning is 

therefore not listed in the below tables. Other aspects such as waste and water usage were 

researched for the baseline year but carbon emissions associated with these totalled well below 1% 

of the business total emissions and so have been omitted. 

 

  

 

 

Row Labels Sum of Tn/Co2e 2021

Fleet 7.22

Flights 14.93

Rail 1.03

Gas 88.36

Electric 23.46

Data centres (Est) 0.37

WFH (Est) 85.44

Empl.Commuting (Est)2 10.20

Grand Total 231.01
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Standard and methodology used  
NBS Enterprises Ltd’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions are categorised as Scope 1, 2 or 3 emissions 

in carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) as referred to in the WBCSD-WRI Greenhouse Gas Protocol. The 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol is seen as an internationally recognised standard for emissions reporting. 

In using the GHG Protocol, it is our aim to minimise uncertainty and yield accurate, consistent and 

reproducible results. 

In relation to the calculations conducted and their methodologies, NBS Enterprises Ltd have used 

actual data wherever possible; this is to demonstrate that the decisions we make in respect to 

aspects we can control (such as renewable electricity purchase) are reflected within the emissions 

figures. Where actual figures are not available (i.e. for flights where we would not have emissions 

stats for exact aircraft) then recognised average figures have been used. Within Scopes 1 and 2, 

company fleet and electricity usage are calculated using actual usage and emissions figures in CO2e 

for the exact vehicle and electricity providers emission factor for that tariff during that period. 

Emissions generated from the burning of Natural Gas used for heating the NBS Enterprises Ltd 

premises are calculated using the conversion factors listed in the 2019 (baseline year) and 2021 

(reporting year) BEIS Greenhouse Gas Conversion Factors often referred to as DEFRA figures.  

Scope 3 Emissions 
In preparing the organisational GHG inventory for the purpose of carbon neutrality, NBS Enterprises 

Ltd implemented a traditional organisational boundary that includes all scope 1, 2 and selected 

scope 3 emission sources.  

The scope 3 emissions included are those that NBS Enterprises Ltd has the greatest level of control 

over and are identified as each being accountable for over 1% of the company’s total emissions 

count. PAS 2060 recommends including all scope 3 emission sources that are technically feasible and 

cost effective to quantify, which for NBS Enterprises Ltd means embedded emissions from business 

travel not conducted using company fleet, use of third-party web services and employees working 

from home. NBS Enterprises Ltd also recognises the potential for fugitive emissions resulting from 

the possession and use of air conditioning units and the refrigerants in which they contain. By their 

nature scope 3 emissions are modelled using actual data where possible or estimates where actual 

data is not feasible.  

An example of scope 3 data that uses actual figures is mileage accrued through business flights and 

the type of flight conducted aligned to the BEIS emissions conversion factors tables. An example of 

scope 3 data that would be modelled using estimates is energy used per day by home working staff. 

 

Calculation methodologies and key assumptions: 

 
Fleet emissions:  

Calculations use actual recorded business mileage obtained on the 1st of each month from each 

company vehicle driver and are tallied to a full year at the end of each calendar year. Specific vehicle 

CO2e figures from the manufacturer are then used to calculate the emissions. 

Calculation: 

Annual Mileage x 1.609344 = total Annual Km 

Annual Km x gCO2e/Km per specific vehicle x 0.000001 = Tonnes CO2e per vehicle per year 
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Natural Gas emissions: 

Calculations use actual recorded kWh energy used as provided by NBS Enterprises Ltd’s selected 

energy providers and DEFRA CO2e figures specific to each year for emissions calculation. 

Calculation: 

Total kWh used x DEFRA Gas Emission Factor for the specific year (in KgCO2e/kWh) / 1000 = Tonnes 

CO2e 

 

Electricity emissions: 

Calculations use actual recorded kWh energy used as provided by NBS Enterprises Ltd’s selected 

energy providers and the supplier’s emission factor for CO2e/kWh of electricity provision during that 

period. Where the electricity supplied is demonstrably sourced from 100% renewables, the emission 

factor is 0. 

Calculation: 

Total kWh used x Supplier's Emission Factor for that period (gCO2e/kWh) x 0.000001 = Tonnes CO2e 

 

Business flights and rail emissions: 

Distance figures are supplied by NBS Enterprise Ltd’s travel agent. Figures are actual flights and 

distances with return flight (RF). NBS Enterprise Ltd have then used DEFRA CO2e figures specific to 

each year and flight type (i.e. economy, business class etc.) for emissions calculation. 

Calculation: 

Distance travelled (Km) x DEFRA Emission Factor for specified flight-rail type (in KgCO2e/Km) / 1000 = 

Tonnes CO2e 

 

Homeworker generated emissions: 

Calculations for these emissions are based on methodologies researched by experts and 

documented within a whitepaper published by EcoAct, National Westminster Bank and Lloyds Bank 

respectively. Calculations use DEFRA figures respective to each year measured. 

Calculation: 

((Electricity use per year [Workstation and Lighting] per employee in kWh) x DEFRA Electricity 

Emission Factor for the specific year (CO2e/kWh)) + (Natural Gas use per year [Heating only] per 

employee in kWh x DEFRA Gas Emission Factor for the specific year (CO2e/kWh))) x Total number of 

homeworking employees = Total Tonnes CO2e 

 

Employee Commuting: 

NBS Enterprises Ltd conducted a survey in the reporting year, open to all 180 employees, to which 

54 employees responded. The survey was designed to provide some average figures to enable 

estimates for CO2e emissions resulting from our employees commuting to and from the office to 

their home. 

The survey requested the mode of transport used by the employee to commute, how far they lived 

from the office and the typical number of days that they usually worked in the office in any given 

week. This provided us with an average CO2e figure per employee for commuting per week. 
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Calculation: 

Average CO2e figure per employee per week (apportioned to commuting inc. return journey) x 

number of weeks the office was open x number of employees who are office based = Total Tonnes 

CO2e. 

 

Data Centres: 

NBS Enterprises Ltd relies upon Amazon Web Services (AWS) to provide the means to host and 

surface our software to the sector. AWS provides a carbon calculator tool to all business users which 

utilises the cost-based usage by their customer as identified in monthly billing multiplied by an AWS 

calculated emission factor for that region. At the time of the calculations for our Achievement 

Period, the AWS carbon calculator tool did not hold any data relating to NBS Enterprises Ltd. NBS 

Enterprises Ltd have therefore used the service bills from AWS to tally the total spend per year and 

multiplied this by an emission factor that was available for NBS Enterprises Ltd’s sister company, 

Glenigan. Glenigan utilise the exact same server sites as NBS Enterprises Ltd so this was deemed 

sufficient to base our calculations upon. The missing data for NBS Enterprises Ltd has been queried 

with AWS and once the data is available, NBS Enterprises Ltd shall undertake a comparison of the 

new data with the data used in the calculations for the Achievement Period and, should a material 

difference be identified, we shall revise this Qualifying Explanatory Statement. 

 

Additional notes relating to calculations: 

NBS Enterprises Ltd baseline year of 2019 was pre-pandemic. The Covid-19 pandemic had a notable 

impact upon various areas of our business and subsequent emissions for the declaration year 2021. 

For example, the number of employees working from home increased temporarily due to social 

distancing guidelines, which in turn decreased employee commuting. All NBS Enterprises Ltd 

calculations for the impacted areas reflect these changes. 
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Appendix B – Carbon Footprint Management Plan 

 

Emission Reduction Progress for the Previous Period 
NBS Enterprises Ltd have achieved a 56% reduction in their reported Greenhouse Gas emissions 

when comparing the reporting year of 2021 to the baseline year of 2019. 

 

  

 

 

Greenhouse Gas emissions by scope to date: 

 

  
 

 

Ongoing Emissions Reduction Plan – For the PAS 2060 Commitment Period 
The ongoing plan to reduce emissions over the commitment period for 2022 includes initiatives to 

allow NBS Enterprises Ltd to capture more data for future carbon footprinting reporting and 

management, including measuring all site generated waste. NBS Enterprises Ltd have also put in 

place strategic measures to actively reduce their carbon footprint during the commitment period, 

including fleet review, energy efficiency measures within the workplace, implementing a digital first 

approach to external business meetings and monitoring the suppliers of their web services to reduce 

emissions. 

NBS Enterprises Ltd’s original goal, within the carbon emissions reduction plan proposed, was that 

by the year 2025 NBS Enterprises Ltd would have halved our emissions when compared to the 

baseline year of 2019 and would seek carbon neutrality at that point. However, through carbon 

reduction practice and altered ways of working, the total emissions generated in 2021 were 56% 

lower than the baseline year and although carbon credits have been purchased equivalent to the 

total carbon emissions generated by NBS Enterprises Ltd since 2019, in 2021 NBS Enterprises Ltd 

also purchased additional carbon credits and retired these to immediately offset the total emissions 

GHG Scope Category 2019 Tn/Co2e 2021 Tn/Co2e

1 Fleet 37.81 7.22

1 Gas 81.24 88.36

2 Electric 36.64 23.46

3 Flights 296.90 14.93

3 rail 18.31 1.03

3 Empl.Commuting (Est) 44.80 10.20

3 Data centres (Est) 0.09 0.37

3 WFH (Est) 11.27 85.44

Company total 527.08 231.01

2019 Tn/Co2e 2021 Tn/Co2e

119.06 95.58

36.64 23.46

371.38 111.97

Scope 1 total

Scope 2 total

Scope 3 total
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count. Further emissions reducing measures are planned for 2022, although as the Covid-19 

pandemic eases, NBS Enterprises Ltd does expect to see certain emitting functions to increase 

slightly, though these will be compensated by reductions in other areas such as switching all 

electricity consumption to a 100% renewable tariff and reviewing the emission potential from the 

company fleet. NBS Enterprises Ltd have also put in place other measures to aid emissions 

reduction. These include limiting employee air travel, which saw a digital first travel policy 

implemented in 2021, and assessing energy use hotspots within the office and considering 

adjustments.  

To support our declaration of commitment for 2022, it is planned that the emissions generated for 

that year will also be offset through retired carbon credits once total annual figures are calculated. 

 

Conformance to the Carbon Footprint Management Plan 
NBS Enterprises Ltd shall monitor their emissions on a quarterly basis and produce an annual report 

compiled shortly after the reporting period to demonstrate the impact and assessment of changes in 

line with the reduction plan commitments. 
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Appendix C – Carbon Offset Strategy 
The following information covers the offset strategy for the period of carbon neutrality. 

Quantity of GHG emissions to be offset for Achievement Period of 1st January 2021 to 31st December 

2021: 232 tonnes CO2e. 

NBS Enterprises Ltd has retired 255 Verra VCS carbon credits to offset the emissions identified within 

this QES as resulting from our facilities and business operations. These credits were retired across 3 

separate projects internationally. The reason for retiring 255 VCS credits and not 232 credits to 

reflect the actual emissions generated throughout 2021 was due to the credits being purchased 

using an over estimated emissions figure at the time of purchase.  

NBS Enterprise Ltd, in their efforts to also support local habitats, also bought an additional 255 VCS 

credits which were used to plant trees in the north-east of England, though these trees will not 

offset any emissions until they are mature in circa 10-15 years. All VCS credits were procured 

through our offsetting partner Forest Carbon Ltd. Total credits retired to allow immediate offsets 

was 255 VCS credits.  

Evidence of the carbon credit retirement and the appointment for each can be accessed in the 

following links: 

1) Quantity of retired VCU: 85 
Serial numbers: 10437-214939399-214939483-VCS-VCU-290-VER-TR-1-1330-01012013-
31122013-0 
Date of retirement: 3/25/2022 1:51:42 AM 
Beneficial Owner: NBS Enterprises Ltd 
Retirement reason details: Retirement for Person or Organization; Retired on behalf of NBS 
to offset emissions associated with its 2021 business activity, stapled with 255 Woodland 
Carbon Code PIU assignments on the UK Land Carbon Registry. 
Public URL: https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=154489 
Midilli Hydroelectric Power Plant  
Project type: Energy industries (renewable/non-renewable sources) 
Project country: Turkey 

 

2) Quantity of retired VCU: 85 
Serial numbers: 9960-169320639-169320723-VCS-VCU-279-VER-IN-1-92-01012017-
31122017-0 
Date of retirement: 3/25/2022 1:51:42 AM 
Beneficial Owner: NBS Enterprises Ltd 
Retirement reason details: Retirement for Person or Organization; Retired on behalf of NBS 
to offset emissions associated with its 2021 business activity, stapled with 255 Woodland 
Carbon Code PIU assignments on the UK Land Carbon Registry. 
Public URL: https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=164920 
300MW Hydropower project by JHPL  
Project type: Energy industries (renewable/non-renewable sources) 
Project country: India 

 
3) Quantity of retired VCU: 85 

Serial numbers: 9174-72931166-72931250-VCS-VCU-259-VER-CN-1-432-01012012-
31122012-0 
Date of retirement: 3/25/2022 1:51:43 AM 
Beneficial Owner: NBS Enterprises Ltd 

https://www.forestcarbon.co.uk/our-partners/nbs
https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=154489
https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=164920
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Retirement reason details: Retirement for Person or Organization; Retired on behalf of NBS 
to offset emissions associated with its 2021 business activity, stapled with 255 Woodland 
Carbon Code PIU assignments on the UK Land Carbon Registry. 
Public URL: https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=154490 
Xiaoshan Power Plant’s NG Power Generation Project of Zhejiang Southeast Electric Power 
Co., Ltd.  
Project type: Energy industries (renewable/non-renewable sources) 
Project country: China 

 

  

https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=154490
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Appendix D – Third Party Assessment Statement 
 
 

Centre for Assessment Declaration 

 

Following the completion of our assessment of this Qualifying Explanatory Statement and the data 
and information supporting its content, Centre for Assessment is able to make the following 
declaration in accordance with the requirements of PAS 2060:2014 Specification for the 
demonstration of carbon neutrality: 

Carbon neutrality of the facilities (The Old Post Office, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 1RH) and business 
operated by NBS Enterprises Ltd in the United Kingdom achieved by NBS Enterprises Ltd in 
accordance with PAS 2060 at for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021 with 
commitment to maintain to 31st December 2022 for the period commencing 1st January 2022, 
Centre for Assessment certified. 

 
 

Lead Assessor: 

   
Andrew Ritchie 

Certification 
Decision:  

Helen Taft  

Date of 
Declaration: 

01/06/2022 

/Notes: 
This Declaration is issues on the understanding that evidence will be provided by the Entity to demonstrate that the QES has been made 
publicly available. 
If the entity identifies, following the issuing of this Declaration, any material issues associated with this QES or the data and information 
that supports it, the Entity shall immediately contact Centre for Assessment to determine the need for re-issue of this QES, and for the 
possible re-assessment of the information within it. 
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List of referenced supporting documents/websites 
 
BEIS/DEFRA emissions conversion factors: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-
reporting 
 
EcoAct/NatWest/Lloyds – Home working emissions white paper: https://info.eco-
act.com/en/homeworking-emissions-whitepaper-2020 
 
Engie fuel mix Apr 2019 to Apr 2020: https://electricityinfo.org/supplier-fuel-
mix/?supplier=engi11&y=2020 
 
Engie fuel mix Apr 2020 to Apr 2021: https://www.engie.co.uk/energy/customer-area/fuel-mix-
disclosure/ 
 
Forest Carbon Ltd: https://www.forestcarbon.co.uk/ 
 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol: https://ghgprotocol.org/ 
 
Opus f/mix: https://www.opusenergy.com/blog/100-percent-renewable-electricity/ 
 
Verra VCS: https://verra.org/project/vcs-program/registry-system/ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://info.eco-act.com/en/homeworking-emissions-whitepaper-2020
https://info.eco-act.com/en/homeworking-emissions-whitepaper-2020
https://electricityinfo.org/supplier-fuel-mix/?supplier=engi11&y=2020
https://electricityinfo.org/supplier-fuel-mix/?supplier=engi11&y=2020
https://www.engie.co.uk/energy/customer-area/fuel-mix-disclosure/
https://www.engie.co.uk/energy/customer-area/fuel-mix-disclosure/
https://www.forestcarbon.co.uk/
https://ghgprotocol.org/
https://www.opusenergy.com/blog/100-percent-renewable-electricity/
https://verra.org/project/vcs-program/registry-system/
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